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Abstract 

The growth of specialist texts in lan-
guages used by hundreds of millions of 
people, say, in the Middle East (Arabic) 
and in Pakistan (Urdu), provides bench-
marks for the Anglo-centric information 
extraction and polarity analysis systems.  
Public sentiment, openly expressed or 
surreptitiously recorded, is being ana-
lysed by using methods and techniques of 
computational linguistics on documents 
comprising everyday usage of general 
language, especially telephone conversa-
tions and news reports.  It is important to 
evaluate whether studies in the use of 
language in special registers, say finan-
cial trading, may benefit sentiment analy-
sis: sentiment analysis or con-
sumer/institutional confidence is meas-
ured through opinion polls on the basis 
that investors occasionally indulge in 
exuberant behaviour and make decisions 
that are irrational or have bounded ra-
tionality.  We show that the notion of 
lexical signature of a specialism together 
with the existence of local grammars 
within a specialist register, rooted in col-
locational patterns, will help in identify-
ing and deploying the signature and pat-
terns for detecting sentiment that is 
openly expressed in financial news.  Our 
study originates in the analysis of (Brit-
ish) English financial texts (c. 3.5 million 
tokens) and the sentiment-bearing pat-
terns found in these texts can help to ex-
tract sentiment bearing patterns in Arabic 
(c. 3.5 million) and in Urdu (c. 1 mil-
lion). 

1 Introduction  

There are two senses of the term sentiment 
analysis.  One which is used in computational 
linguistics: ‘sentiment analysis is the task of 
identifying positive and negative opinions, emo-
tions, and evaluations’ (Wilson et al., 2005).  The 
second sense relates to the perception of the be-
haviour of human beings by other human beings 
either within an office environment (Simon, 
1979), or within a financial market (Kahneman, 
2003), or indeed the perception of the worth of a 
film or consumer goods (Turney, 2002).  It is 
well known that the otherwise rational traders 
and investors in a financial market do indulge in 
irrational behaviour (Shiller, 2000) leading to 
the metaphoric and literal boom and bust condi-
tions in such markets.  The analysis of the prices 
and trading volumes of shares and commodities, 
or that of composite indices, is typically carried 
out by conducting fundamental and/or technical 

analysis – both based on quantitative data, 
mathematical models and statistical techniques.  
Over the last ten years or so a third form of 
analysis is taking root – sentiment analysis. 
Fundamental analysis is ‘a method of security 

valuation which involves examining the com-
pany's financials and operations, especially sales, 
earnings, growth potential, assets, debt, man-
agement, products, and competition.’  Technical 
analysis is ‘a method of evaluating securities by 
relying on the assumption that market data, such 
as charts of price, volume, [..which], can help 
predict future (usually short-term) market trends. 
[..] [It is assumed that] market psychology influ-
ences trading in a way that enables predicting 
when a stock will rise or fall.’   
Sentiment analysis is a related branch of tech-

nical analysis and sentiment is defined as ‘a 
measurement of the mood of a given investor or 
the overall investing public, either bullish or 
bearish.’(Definitions from www.investorwords.com)  
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Ever since Maynard Keynes suggested that 
there are ‘animal spirits’ in the markets, ‘econo-
mists have devoted substantial attention to trying 
to understand the determinants of wild move-
ments in stock market prices that are seemingly 
unjustified by fundamentals’ (Tetlock, 2007).  
Keynes’s sentiment (sic) were echoed by the 
Nobel Laureates Herbert Simon (Prize awarded 
1978) and Daniel Kahneman (Prize awarded 
2002), when they demonstrated that limited ra-
tionality behaviour, that is making decisions that 
are contradicted by facts on the ground, charac-
terises the behaviour of individual and institu-
tional investors.  This irrational exuberance is 
being studied systematically to produce a ‘senti-
ment index’ at Yale1 for US and Japanese mar-
kets, and is used in producing ‘consumer confi-
dence’ indices across the world.   
Robert Engle, another Nobel Laureate (Prize 

awarded 2003), has argued that the impact of 
news on financial markets can be substantial and 
asymmetric in that ‘bad news’ has a longer last-
ing effect on prices, and particularly on volumes 
of shares traded, when compared to the effect of 
‘good news’ (Engle, 2004).  Economists typi-
cally use proxies for the news content – change 
in the values of currencies, bonds, or aggregated 
indices like the Dow Jones and NASDAQ, espe-
cially changes that are coincident with the vari-
ous fiscal and monetary announcement by na-
tional and trans-national financial and monetary 
authorities.  Over the last 15 years or so, how-
ever, there is an increasing trend for actually ana-
lysing the contents of financial news items, and 
financial traders’ blogs and e-mails (Antweiler 
and Frank, 2004; Hardie and Mackenzie 2007 
and references therein) with the help of a secu-
rity-specific lexicon of positive and negative 
words or phrases together with a list of the 
names of securities (see for example, Surdenau et 
al, 2003; Chan and Wai 2005; Lan et al., 2005; 
Das and Chen, 2006).  The lexicon contains 
metaphorical expressions – spatial metaphors of 
movement like up/down and rise/fall, animal 
metaphors of aggression and submission, like 
bears/bulls, health metaphors of vitality/sickness. 
In many studies (e.g. Tetlock et al., 2005; Tet-
lock, 2007), the analysis of news contents shows 
that there is a degree of correlation between the 
use of negative sentiment bearing terms and the 
downward trends on or displayed by the prices of 
securities.  The security-specific a priori lexicon 
and the pre-selected choice of patterns means 

                                                
1 available at http://icf.som.yale.edu/confidence.index 

that the techniques used by the authors cannot be 
transferred to other securities and are in a sense 
analyst-dependent.  As almost all the studies of 
sentiment analysis focus on news reports in Eng-
lish language – so the transference of techniques 
developed thus far to other typologically similar 
languages in some degree (say, Urdu) and typo-
logically distinct languages (say Arabic) may not 
be straightforward if at all possible.   
Perhaps, even if these patterns were generalis-

able over the financial domain, the metaphors 
may not transfer as well across languages.  Fur-
thermore, if the pre-dominant trading changes 
from financial instruments, e.g. shares, curren-
cies, bonds, to commodities, will the patterns 
then survive?  The overarching questions we ask 
are as follows: First, how to construct the lexicon 
for a given security (shares for instance) or a 
given commodity (oil or rice for example).  One 
corollary to this question is whether a corpus of 
specialist text will help in creation of such a lexi-
con.  Another corollary is whether the notion of 
collocation and local grammar – constructs only 
found in one or few registers (Gross, 1993 and 
1997) will provide us with extended phrasal pat-
terns that comprise sentiment words in the lexi-
con,   
Second, we wish to examine the veracity of 

observations in the language-for-special-
purposes, and in the literature on corpus-based 
lexicography and terminology, that domain-
specific terminology is to a large extent language 
independent.  Both these questions may help 
workers in computational linguistics who are 
otherwise focussed on general language texts, the 
Wordnet, the English language, and methods and 
techniques of ‘universal’ grammars of language.  
In order to answer the questions above, we fol-

low the methodology in theoretical and computa-
tional linguistics.  Specifically, when a linguist 
proposes and defends his or her theory about an 
aspect of language in general, he or she studies a 
specific language.  These proposals are then 
tested on other languages by others. This contras-
tive approach to the study of language has an 
important advantage for us: financial news, and 
the concomitant political news, is now published 
and broadcast widely not only in English but in 
other languages as well.  So, if one could con-
struct a lexicon of sentiment words, and a gram-
mar that governs the pattern formation of such 
words, in one language and demonstrate that the 
method works in another language, then we have 
a validation on the one hand and an application 
on the other.  We begin by giving the reasons for 
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why we have chosen three languages – English, 
Arabic and Urdu.  Then we describe a method 
for automatically extracting specialist terms, both 
single terms and compound terms together with a 
method for isolating patterns governed incorpo-
rating these words that are idiosyncratic of the 
specialism – the so called local grammar.  It was 
perhaps Zellig Harris who had implicitly de-
scribed a local grammar when he talked about 
‘selectional restrictions’ on domain specific 
terms.  We show how another contrastive ap-
proach, where we compare the behaviour of sin-
gle and compound tokens in specialist and gen-
eral language corpora to collect the evidence as 
to whether a token is behaving like a term or not.  
Here the provision of a representative sample of 
general language texts is of key import, as, say, 
is the case for British English where we have the  
British National Corpus; the specialist corpora 
can be constructed easily, say through the use of 
texts produced by major financial information 
vendors like Reuters, Bloomberg or Dow Jones.  
We describe the local grammar patterns for iden-
tifying sentiment-bearing information in the 
three languages.  We conclude by noting that 
when applied to an unseen text our method has a 
high precision but low recall.  The low recall can 
be improved by user feedback.   

2 Financial Language? 

2.1 Financial News in English, Arabic & 
Urdu 

The use of English as an ‘international language’ 
of business, science and technology is indisput-
able: major financial news vendors, Reuters, AP, 
BBC, Bloomberg, are focussed on English and it 
has been argued that their ‘other languages’ out-
put is mainly translation from English; publishers 
in science do produce the bulk of their output in 
English.  The advent of new players, like the 
New China News Agency, is currently Anglo-
centric but has a considerable output in Chinese 
and Arabic as well.   
The lexical resources for text analysis (e.g. 

electronic dictionaries and thesauri) and for sen-
timent/polarity analysis (‘sentiment dictionaries’ 
used in qualitative text analysis programs like 
Harvard University’s General Inquirer  (Stone et 
al., 1966) and the WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998)), 
together with a host of information extraction 
systems and resources, reported in the TREC 
proceedings and elsewhere, and syntactic and 
morphological analysis, provides a strong basis 
for conducting sentiment analysis in English.  

There is no need for segmentation – white space 
separates lexical units neatly- and morphology of 
the English language does not have the complex-
ity of Semitic and Indo-Persian languages.  Fur-
thermore, English has been standardised to a 
greater or lesser extent and there are ‘representa-
tive’ general language corpora for the language 
that are easily accessible. 
The rise of the electronic media has led to the 

availability of financial news in Arabic and in-
creasingly so in Urdu.  This is especially true of 
the reportage in national and regional media.  
Given the strategic importance of energy exports 
from the Middle East –c.60% of world oil re-
serves and contributing to an estimated c.$280 
billion worth of current-account surplus in 2006 
trade balance of oil-exporting middle-east 
emerging economies  - news about oil tends to 
dominate financial news output in Arabic across 
the Arabic speaking world (estimates between 
186 and 422 million speakers according to 
Wikipedia).  As the financial markets in the re-
gion continue to mature, there is concomitant 
news about securities and currencies in Arabic.  
Currently, market sentiment reporting in the 
Arabic speaking world is conducted and reported 
by financial institutions and there are references 
to consumer and investor sentiment in the reports 
of regulatory authorities like Reserve or State 
Banks; the reporting is in English but the data is 
collected in Arabic and English. 
The sentiment analysis will benefit from the 

named entity (NE) extraction systems reported in 
the literature (see, for example, Florian et al., 
2004; Abuleil, 2004 and Zitouni et al., 2005 for 
Arabic NE extraction).  Despite the best efforts 
of the Linguistic Data Consortium and the Euro-
pean Languages Research Association, and in the 
absence of Pan Arab initiatives, there is an ur-
gent need of lexical resources, especially dic-
tionaries/thesauri of sentiment words, and soft-
ware systems for analysing Arabic texts.  More-
over, there is one emerging standardised version 
of Arabic (Modern Standard Arabic) used by the 
media and the compliance is not as universal as 
is, say, the case for English. 
Urdu is a language spoken by around 100 mil-

lion people, and if one is looking at spoken lan-
guage, then the inter-intelligibility of Hindi and 
Urdu brings the total to around 300-million peo-
ple.  The language is written using a modified 
Arabic script (Perso-Arabic script) and borrows a 
sizeable vocabulary from Arabic. Pakistan (na-
tional language: Urdu) is one of the emergent 
financial markets, where the stock markets go 
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through amazing peaks and troughs, and as it is a 
language of a large Diaspora, living across the 
world, there is a fairly sophisticated audience for 
political and financial news and analysis.  Com-
modity trading, especially cotton, wheat and rice, 
together with foreign exchange remittances (c.3-
4 Billion dollars yearly) from the Diaspora, 
dominate the financial news published, in print 
and electronically, mainly by quality Urdu news-
papers and the BBC and Voice of America elec-
tronically. 
Urdu has received even less attention from the 

computational linguistics, corpus linguistics and 
information extraction communities than is the 
case with Arabic.  The key exception is the 
EU/Xerox-sponsored ParGram (Parallel Gram-
mar) project (Butt et al., 2002).  The key objec-
tive of ParGram was to build ‘a single grammar 
development platform and a unified methodol-
ogy of grammar writing to develop large-scale 
grammars for typologically different languages’. 
Initially, the researchers built grammars for three 
typologically similar European grammars and 
subsequently built grammars for Urdu and Japa-
nese with a degree of success.  The basic frame-
work of Butt et al. is a lexical-functional gram-
mar and they report on idiosyncratic phenome-
non in Urdu: ‘complex predication and rampant 
pro-drop’ (Butt and King, 2002:4) – ‘pro-drop in 
Urdu correlates with discourse strategies: con-
tinuing topics and known background informa-
tion tend to be dropped’ (ibid).  The pro-
dropping will cause problems in semantic analy-
sis in general and in automatic sentiment analysis 
in particular. 
David Graddol (1997) published ‘The Future 

of English’ study which forecasts that by the 
middle of the twenty-first century the English 
language will not hold its ‘monopoly’ position in 
the world. Instead, there will be an ‘oligopoly’ of 
several world major languages. Namely Chinese, 
Hindi/Urdu, Spanish and Arabic each with a 
degree of influence in addition to English which 
will remain as a lingua franca and the language 
of international communication and science. 

2.2 Special Language of Finance 

About 65 years ago, Stanley Gerr, a philosopher 
of science, argued that an evolving scientific lan-
guage is characterised by increasingly larger and 
‘complex vocabulary’ and ‘by a progressive re-
duction in syntactic complexity’ (Gerr, 
1943:151). Zellig Harris introduced to theoretical 
linguists the new branch of ‘sublanguages’ be-
cause he was curious about the use of language 

in proof and argumentation (Harris, 1991). Halli-
day and Martin have noted that when a specialist 
creates a discourse in, say English or Arabic, 
then he or she ‘borrow[s] the resources that al-
ready existed in English [Arabic]’, especially 
nominal elements, including technical taxono-
mies, and verbal elements that relate to the 
nominalised processes (Halliday and Martin, 
1993:63). A special language is a ‘linguistic sub-
system intended for unambiguous communica-
tion in a particular subject field using a terminol-
ogy and other linguistic means.’ (ISO, 1990).   
Mindful of the negative connotation of exces-

sive use of specialist terms, major news vendors 
have style books that emphasise clarity and sim-
plicity: Reuters journalists are advised they ‘must 
use simple and straightforward English both for 
subscribers reading economic news on screen 
terminals under great pressure and for media 
subscribers of which a majority translate our ser-
vice into a language other than English.’ (Mac-
Dowall, 1995). Furthermore, timeliness is 
stressed because news is a ‘perishable’ resource 
(Fink, 2000). 
The shared concepts and objects in the finan-

cial domain facilitate sharing of information 
across languages.  ‘Media Arabic’ and ‘Media 
Urdu’ are influenced by external causes, namely 
by the global dominance of western media par-
ticularly in English where many news stories in 
Arabic and Urdu are translated quickly from 
English. Other influences are lexical and phrase-
ological. There are loan translations of phrases in 
economics from European languages to Arabic 
like hard currency (al-‘umla al-sa’ba,  RSTUVا
RXUYVا), cash flow (seyula naqdiya, RZ[\] RV^_`) and 
floating the pound (ta’wim al-junayh, a_bcVا dZ^Ue) 
(Holes, 2004). In the case of Urdu there are 
many loan transliterations from English like 
company (fbgTh) and stock (ijا`ٹ). 

2.3 Local Grammar of Financial Language 

Maurice Gross, following the footsteps of Zellig 
Harris has used aspects of transformational 
grammar to analyse some idiosyncratic use of 
languages; e.g. in idiomatic language, and has 
argued that there exist selectional restrictions 
which exist locally without reference to a higher 
level and more universal grammar rules and can 
therefore be regarded as  local-grammars  (Gross, 
1997). Corpus linguists use a simple and scien-
tific approach to language that stems from the 
lexicon in describing syntax instead of abstrac-
tions and formal representations, local grammars 
can describe lexico-grammatical phenomena that 
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can not be abstracted in general syntactic rules 
(Laporte, 2004).  
It has been argued that local grammar patterns 

can describe syntactic structures as linear se-
quences comprising lexical and abstract ele-
ments, in each local grammar an element can be 
fixed, variable or optional. A local grammar can 
capture the contextual properties of lexical items 
exhaustively regardless of the wider material 
forming the sentences and describe linguistic 
constituents that look like idiomatic phrases 
more than general sentences, hence they can be 
useful for processing constrained texts from spe-
cialised domains and tasks that depend on termi-
nology processing (Balvet, 2002).   
The table below shows the ‘selectional restric-

tions’ placed by percent on ‘rose by’ in much the 
same way as the selectional restrictions are 
placed by the appearance of the name of the day 
in the way we tell dates in day/month/year for 
example (Gross, 1993): 

 
News Reports General Language 

Average weekly earnings rose by 0.1 
percent in January to $577.64 
(www.bls.gov/news.release/cpi.toc.htm) 

Dual Loyalties. A Rose By Another 
Other Name.  
(www.counterpunch.org) 

Donations to human-services organi-
zations rose by 28 percent, to $25.4-
billion (philanthropy.com/free/update) 

“Learning Disability”: A Rose by 
Another Name. 
(naturalchild.org/jan_hunt/learning.html) 

Poverty levels rose by 43 Percent in 
Last Decade 
(allafrica.com/stories/200405210072.html) 

“A rose by any other name…” Mac-
world Expo has come and gone. 
(www.atpm.com) 

The value of positioned fund […], 
rose by 29.6 percent  
(stats.gov.cn/english/newsandcomingevents) 

A Rose By Any Other  Color Photo of 
dozen red roses  
(www.shoppingblog.com/cgi-bin/sblog) 

Table 1. The use of ‘rose by’ in news reports and 
general language. 

 
The use of ‘percent’ tends to constrain the use 

of ‘rose by’ in news stories in a way that is not 
seen in general language. 

2.4 Metaphors and Sentiment 

Metaphor essentially means to move from one 
place to the other. The physical notions of spatial 
location, and that of velocity and acceleration, 
related to tangible objects are used to describe 
entities as intangible and as complex as econo-
mies, commodities and financial instruments (see 
Table 2). 
However, culture/environment specific meta-

phors, bear and bull markets, used extensively in 
the English special language of finance, are vir-
tually not used in Arabic special language of fi-
nance; similar evidence exists for Urdu. The 
word (hamoor, ر^pjه) which is a large fish found 
in the shores of the Gulf States is used meta-
phorically in Arabic (especially editorials) to re-
fer to ‘greedy’ big investors who are perceived 
negatively as being able to move the markets up 

or down by buying or selling large quantities of 
stocks affecting smaller investors. 
 

Positive Negative 
Source 

English Arabic English Arabic 
accelerate tasaro‘, رعjse  slowdown tabatoa, tujXe 
up fawq, ق^w  down tahat, xye 
rise ertifa‘, عjzeار  fall enkifaad, ضjz|]ا 

Physics/ 
Movement 

ascent so’odد^U~  descent hoboot , ط^Xه 

healthy  sihay, �y~ sick  mareed, �Z�p 
strong qawi, ي^� Weak  dh‘eef, �_U� 
grow nomow, ^T]  stagnate rookood, رآ^د 

Biologi-
cal 

vital hayawi, ي^_� puny hazeel, �Zه� 

snowball korat thalj, �S� آ�ة bubble foqa‘a, R�j\w Other 
boom tafra, ة�zu bust enhiyar, رj_�]ا 

Table 2. Metaphors used in English and Arabic 
financial reporting (Arabic is written right to left). 

3 Method 

Our method relies (a) on the Quirkian notion that 
the acceptability of a linguistic unit can be typi-
cally correlated with the frequency of the use of 
that unit (Quirk et al, 1985), and (b) on the ob-
servations of John Firth, refined substantially by 
the late John Sinclair, that the collocation of a 
linguistic unit will inform us about its properties.  
A special language vocabulary item, especially 
the name of a key concept or the name of an im-
portant process or object, will dominate the writ-
ings within a specialism.  This frequent item is 
seldom used on its own and is found either as a 
part of a compound or within syntactic constructs 
not found elsewhere in the general language. It 
turns out that these items place selectional re-
strictions within a domain special texts. 
We derive the local-grammar using a bottom-

up approach  which is based on and ex-
pands/modifies the work of Ahmad et al. (2006) 
and Almas and Ahmad (2006) along with new 
experiments and evaluation where the distribu-
tional differences of a word in special and gen-
eral language corpora is taken as a measure of its 
significance for a given domain. The differences 
are measured at the level of single word frequen-
cies first and single keywords are selected. Sub-
sequently collocations of the keywords are se-
lected using frequency-based criterion. The 
wider collocational patterns are then written as 
regular expressions and can be used to parse un-
seen texts using pattern matching (see Figure 1). 
To illustrate how the algorithm work we show 

the results obtained from running the algorithm 
on two comparable English and Arabic financial 
corpora of 2.75 million tokens and a smaller 1.03 
million tokens Urdu financial corpus,  
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Analysis 
1. ANALYSE a special language corpus (SL, comprising Nspecial tokens) as 

input.   

i. USE a frequency list of single words from a corpus of texts used in 
day-to-day communications (SG comprising Ngeneral tokens): 
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Identification 
2. IDENTIFY keywords and their contexts 

i. CREATE KEY a set of Nkey keywords ordered according to the magni-

tude of the above two z-scores: 
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ii. EXTRACT collocates of each keyword in SL over a window of M word 

neighbourhood: 

}...,,,,,...{)( 321123 M

wwwwwww

M

wi iiiiiiii
ffffffffwcollocate −−−−=  

iii. COMPUTE the strength of each collocate in each position using three 
measures due to Smadja (1994):U-score, k-score and p-strength 

iv. EXTRACT N-grams in the corpus that comprise highly collocating key-
words (U,k,p) ≥  (10,1,1) with weirdness z-score > t3 

v. FORM sub corpus 
jkey

Ls ' for each keyj 

Representation 
3. REPRESENT the discovered patterns of each keyj as regular expressions 

i. COMPUTE the frequency of every word in 
jkey

Ls '  

ii. REPLACE words with frequency z-score less than a threshold t4 in 

jkey

Ls '  by a place marker , merge contiguous place markers 

iii. DISCOVER longest possible patterns where each pattern = 

 } ,w,,,  { N1-1-N wkeyww j ……  nucleating around keyj with fre-

quency threshold > t5 
 

iv. PRUNE patterns by removing any preceding or trailing place markers. 

Figure 1. Pattern discovery algorithm. 
 
Table 3 shows the properties of the keyword 

percent in the three corpora, percent is the first 
candidate keyword selected from the English 
corpus, the third from the Arabic corpus and the 
10th in the case of Urdu when using the British 
National Corpus (BNC), the Modern Standard 
Arabic Corpus (MSAC) (Almas and Ahmad, 
2007) and Urdu news corpus as general language 
(reference) corpora.  
  

Language f Zf  Zw 
Candidate  
Collocates 

Accepted 
Collocates 

Rejection 
Ratio 

English 25,622 20.48 0.80 6,162 93 98.5% 

Arabic 17,809 27.06 2.87 6,566 40 99.4% 

Urdu 2,469 4.01 0.10 2,071 55 97.3% 

Table 3. Properties of the keyword percent in the 
English, Arabic and Urdu corpora (f = frequency, Z 
= Z-Score, W = Weirdness).  

The ratio of accepted collocates over a win-
dow of five words in Table 3 shows that Arabic 
has the highest degree of rejection (99.4%).   The 
total number of English collocates are 93 com-
pared to only 40 in Arabic, this is due to the 
complex morphology in Arabic where lexical 
items have more surface forms compared to Eng-
lish. The smaller Urdu corpus shows the lowest 
rejection ratio (97.3%).  
Metaphorical movement words that are related 

to sentiments in financial texts appear in the 
three languages in similar contexts around the 
keyword percent. Instruments mentioned are 
mainly shares and currencies. A comparison be-
tween the collocates of percent in English, Ara-
bic and Urdu is presented in Table 4, it catego-
rises the strong collocates based on their mean-
ing and shows the difference in their distribution 
across the three corpora. 
 

Category Language Collocate 
Left 

f 
Right 

f 
U-

Score 
K-

Score 

English 

Shares 
$ 
pounds 
Yen 

1,796 
98 
182 
15 

188 
880 
667 
607 

79,674 
21,012 
24,239 
27,993 

8.61 
4.18 
3.61 
2.70 

Arabic 

dollar (dollar, دو�ر) 
share (saham, d�`) 
pound  (jeneah, a_b�) 
the-oil  (al-neft, �zbVا) 

421 
126 
379 
140 

256 
425 
157 
221 

7,141 
6,424 
5,573 
1,380 

2.50 
1.20 
1.17 
1.11 

Instruments 

Urdu shares (hassas), �Y�) 41 24 66.25 1.02 

English 

up 
rose 
rise 
fell 
Down 

3,143 
2,146 
283 

1,252 
1,413 

201 
72 
941 
60 
133 

516,487 
248,725 
65,063 
85,773 
116,197 

6.15 
4.05 
2.20 
2.37 
2.80 

Arabic 

rise (mortafi‘n, jUze�p) 
rose (ertif‘,�zeار) 
fall (monkafidan, j�z|bp) 

20 
54 
14 

502 
284 
321 

16,213 
2,460 
6,445 

1.13 
1.04 
1.03 

Metaphoric 

movement 

words 

Urdu 

increase (izaafaa, ہwjا�) 
decrease/fell  (kami, fTh) 
exceed (zaied, [زا�) 
increase  (barh,ڑه�) 
more (ziyada, دہjZز) 

288 
106 
77 
65 
57 

15 
9 
11 
18 
6 

3,464 
443 
174 
150 
153 

6.37 
2.23 
1.70 
1.60 
1.16 

Table 4. Strong and similar collocates of percent 
in English, Arabic and Urdu (analysis under a 
window of 5 words and excluding punctuation 
and numbers). 
 
Many of the instances of metaphorical words 

occur around percent (almeaa, R TVا)2  in Arabic 
within distances more than the typical window of 
five words used in English collocation analysis 
and so they do not appear as strong collocates, in 
Arabic we may need a wider window because of 
longer distance co-occurrences between words. 
Arabic is predominately a VSO language unlike 

                                                
2 The meaning of percent in Arabic is created by 
preceding the word ‘hundredth’ (al-meaa, R TVا) with 
the word ‘in’ (phee, �w) or the proclitic ‘with/by’ (be, 
ـ� ). 
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English which usually follows an SVO word or-
der. For example, the proper noun phrases of 
company names (subjects) in lead sentences fre-
quently intervene between the occurrences of the 
token percent and metaphorical words:  
 

   :ArabicاRXsb�      138 �w  6789        ا`xbT اS|V_�         أر�jح   ار123ع
Gloss:   percent         by-ratio   Gulf Cement      profit    rise 
Translation: Gulf Cement profit up 138 percent  
 
News items titles in Arabic frequently follow 

an SVO word order as in English in order to em-
phasise the subject. Urdu is usually written using 
a SOV word order and hence there exist more 
collocational patterns that are similar to English 
but in the reverse order where the object occurs 
adjacent or close to the verb. 
After normalising the N-grams (step 3-ii in 

Figure 1), the metaphorical words appear more 
proximate to percent, and the reduced N-grams 
are the principle input to the representation phase 
were patterns are discovered. Table 5 shows ex-
amples of the discovered patterns in Arabic and 
Urdu. 

  
Pattern f Example  Sentence 

 اno<         �w    6789 <     *    زjZدة    
  percent                            increase 

* increase <no> percent 
324 

 ��^e 1:;<=>? 6@1A912ق اCز;1دة إ>no < JK
  > <j� noم ا6789

It is expected that the US consump-
tion of energy will increase in the 
year <no>  

 اno<    �w       6789 <      *      ارjzeع
    percent                                 rise 

* rise <no> percent 
318 

 ��^¨e j�]اس ا[Zأد xVj1  و�LM1?ار123ع أر
 OP QR3 S 6TUV? 6;WVU9ا>no <6789ا JK 

 xªS� �¨Vا ��jTVم اjUVح اjأر� «�>no <
 Sp_^ن Z^رو

And Adidas said they expect that 
their yearly profit will rise but not 
less than <no> percent compared to 
last year profits that were <no> 
million euros 

xUzeار    #     >no<    �w   6789ا     �w  
 in      percent                         rose  

rose # <no> percent in 
60 

 a�jأن أر� «Sأ� ®bXVن اj6  وآTUV? XY23ار
>no <JK 6789ا JK «p ¯Vا�و RUs¨Vا�°�� ا 

 ��jTVم اjUVا 
And the bank announced that their 
profits rose by <no> percent in the 
first nine months of the last year 

>no<           Z[\K           ہwjا�  
      increase        percent 

increased <no> percent 
181  

 ٹ_´sٹj�^bYp ��jت p³�� fh]ات p_ں 
<no> ہK1^ا Z[\K j_¶ ^ہ …  

[The] export of textile goods in-
creased <no.> percent 

>no<           Z[\K           fTh   
            fell          percent 

fell <no> percent 
68 

no < Z[\K<��ٹ ڈ�Zل fh ¸_]اوار p_ں  …
_8`f�^ہ  … 

production of light diesel fell by 
<no> percent 

Table 5. Examples of discovered patterns with 
the keyword percent in Arabic and Urdu (* = multi 
word slot, # = single word slot). 
 
Many of the extracted patterns in English had 

similar equivalent patterns in Arabic and usually 
are related to the rise and fall of shares, indices 
and other instruments: 

 
 
 
 

English f Arabic f 

the * index was up <no> 
percent 

81 
  اtp   *    >no<    �w  R TV°�         زاد     

percent                     index    increased 
355 

shares in * rose <no> 
percent 

93 
�zeار  d�`  <no> * �w R TVا   ¯Vا<no>  

           to  percent          share  rose 
64 

was down <no> percent 
at <no> 

118 
pj�z|b  <no>  �w  ¯Vا   R TVا   <no> R¼\] 

    point           to  percent            falling  
58 

the * index was down 
<no> percent 

64 
�°tp  *  j�z|bp>no <  R¼\]# >no <�w R TVا 

percent           point          falling   index 
58 

shares in # were up 
<no> percent at 

40 
  <no>ا�w  ¯V اd  <no> * R TV `�      زاد        

   to   percent           share increased 
55 

Table 6. Examples of similar patterns in English 
and Arabic. 

4 Experiments 

We use LoLo )tVtV(  (Almas and Ahmad, 2007), a 
system which contains components for analysing 
specialist texts, particularly Arabic script-based 
languages and English. The Analyser was used 
for discovering domain specific patterns from the 
financial corpora, the Editor for validating and 
tagging the patterns as either positive or nega-
tive, the Extractor for automatically extracting 
and labelling sentiment bearing sentences in un-
seen corpora. 

4.1 Data 

Two 3.52 million token corpora of financial 
newswire published by Reuters UK and Reuters 
Arabic services between 2005 and 2006 were 
compiled. Reuters covers the Middle East well 
and we have surveyed many Arabic newspapers 
and web portals and found Reuters to be a major 
provider of local and international financial 
news. For Urdu, we have so far compiled a 1.03 
million token corpus comprising financial news 
published between 2006 and 2007 by a major 
daily newspaper in Pakistan. For extracting terms 
in the three languages, three comparable corpora 
comprising 2.9 million tokens of top non-
financial news were compiled.  
Table 7 shows the relationship between types 
and tokens; we understand this is a vexed issue. 
But for the purpose of compiling corpora, it turns 
out that in similar size non financial news cor-
pora Arabic has the highest type/token ratio 
(3.31%) whereas English has the lowest (1.38%) 
and Urdu closer to English with a ratio of 
(1.93%).  
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Corpus Language Texts Tokens Types Ratio 
English 9,917 3.52 M  40,232 1.14 

Arabic 20,642 3.52 M 85,716 2.43 Financial 
Urdu 4,700 1.03 M 21,360 2.07 

English 7,710 2.75 M 35,903 1.30 

Arabic 16,374 2.75 M 75,277 2.73 Training 

Urdu 4,700 1.03 M 21,360 2.07 

English 2,207 0.77 M 20,029 2.60 

Arabic 4,268 0.77 M 40,705 5.28 Test 

Urdu - - - - 

English 6,495 2.95 M 40,963 1.38 

Arabic 9,750 2.94 M 97,388 3.31 News 
Urdu 11,004 2,95 M 5,7081 1.93 

Table 7. Corpora used in the experiments (ratio = 
types/tokens × 100).  

4.2 Training and Testing3 

Before calculating the z-scores of the tokens, for 
pre-selecting keywords, we have excluded the 
words with frequency of one (Hapax Legomena) 
from the frequency lists of the financial corpora, 
the exclusion of the Hapax reduced the vocabu-
lary in the training corpora frequency list by 
28.16% (10,112 words) for English and by 
38.35% (28,873 words) for Arabic, the differ-
ence in the Hapax Legomena could be another 
sign of the higher lexical diversity found in the 
Arabic corpus compared to English. The Urdu 
corpus had the highest number of single occur-
ring words comprising 43.29% (9247 words) of 
all the words found in the corpus, but 7% of 
those single occurring words were English words 
written in Latin letters and mainly denoting 
company names or financial terms accompany-
ing Urdu translations.    
First we have compared the keywords selected 

in the training corpora using the BNC and the 
MSAC with Reuters English and Reuters Arabic 
top news corpora. We observe that using Reuters 
top news for weirdness analysis promotes more 
domain specific and productive words, especially 
for Arabic.  
The MSAC is not as representative for Arabic 

as the BNC is for English: the balance of genre 
and the other attributes in the MSAC is not as 
finely tuned perhaps as it is the case in the BNC.  
Words that are not domain specific like ‘U.S.’, 
‘Reuters’, and ‘internet’ appear as candidate 
words when using the BNC but this is not the 
case when using Reuters UK top news which 
comprises newer words and words that are used 
frequently in news reporting and with the same 
spelling. In Arabic, general words like ‘day’ 

                                                
3 The compilation of the Urdu financial corpus is not 
yet complete and so Urdu text is not fully analysed 
and evaluated. 
 

(yawm, م^Z), ‘Reuters’ (royterz, ز�¨Zرو) and ‘to’ 
(ela, ¯Vا) appear as top candidates when using the 
MSAC. 
The identification of keywords was based on 

selecting a z-score for frequency and for weird-
ness and using them together to create a thresh-
old for term hood. For weirdness z-score, we 
choose all words as candidate terms whose 
weirdness was equal or greater than the average 
for a given corpus of texts: Zw ≥ 0. 
For identifying keywords on the basis of fre-

quency, we choose a value of frequency which 
was one standard deviation above the average 
frequency initially for all three languages: Zf ≥ 1. 
However, due to a high degree of clitisation in 
Arabic, sorting the frequency distribution de-
scendingly shows a slower decrease in the values 
compared to English and Urdu. Our system iden-
tified a number of candidate terms which were 
different forms and spellings of each other. Nev-
ertheless, there generally is a form that domi-
nates all others. This led us to choose a higher Zf 
for Arabic. By repeated experimentation we 
found that the value Zf ≥ 3 for Arabic is a better 
filter for candidate terms. These thresholds se-
lected 60 keywords in English, 54 in Arabic and 
58 in Urdu: 
 

English Arabic Urdu 
No 

Keyword Zf Zw Keyword  Zf Zw Keyword Zf Zw 

1 percent   17.3 0.2 
dollar  
  (dollar, دو�ر) 

37.1 0.5 
rupees 
   (rupi,رو¸ے) 

13.0 0.9 

2 billion 7.1 0.4 
percent  
  (al-meaa, R TVا) 

21.3 0.4 
bank 
  (bink,¿b_�) 

4.6 1.7 

3 $ 7.1 0.1 
the-oil 
  (al-neft, �zbVا) 

20.0 0.5 
increase 
  (barh,ڑه�) 

3.7 0.7 

4 pounds 6.6 0.7 million  
(milyoon, ن^_Sp) 

17.2 0.8 
less 
  (kam,dh) 

3.7 0.1 

5 market 5.6 0.3 
prices  
    (as‘ar,رjU`أ ) 

10.8 3.7 
million 
  (mlen,«_Sp) 

3.3 0.6 

6 shares 5.3 4.5 
company  
  (sharika, Rآ�°) 

10.7 0.8 
increase 
  (izafa,ہwjا�) 

3.2 0.2 

7 company 5.3 0.9 
the-dollar  
 (al-dolar, و�ر[Vا) 

10.4 7.8 
capital 
(sarmaya,ہZjp�`) 

3.1 0.1 

8 share 3.6 1.0 
billion 

       ,j_Sp(milyarر(
10.4 0.5 

percent 
  (feesad,[Y_w) 

3.0 0.1 

9 bid 3.5 0.3 
barrel  
  (bermeal, �_p��) 

9.9 3.0 
10 million 
  (karor,وڑ�h) 

2.9 0.5 

10 growth 3.3 0.7 
price 

)�U`    (si‘r,   
9.9 8.1 

100,000 
  (lakh,ah�) 

2.9 0.2 

Table 8. Top 10 keywords in training corpora. 
 

In all our experiments, we have included up to 
10 words on each side of the occurrences of the 
keywords in the sub-corpora and replaced words 
with Zf less than 1 with place markers. Patterns 
with frequency less than 20 were also filtered 
out. First, we extracted patterns from the training 
corpora using the discover local-grammar algo-
rithm.   
We did remove the conjunction ‘and’ (w, و) 

attached to the first word of the patterns during 
the pruning step of the algorithm, this improves 
the recall given that Arabic favours coordination 
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recall given that Arabic favours coordination 
over subordination, and does not change the 
meaning of the pattern. Then during the extrac-
tion phase, a regular expression representation of 
the pattern that allows prefixes (soft matching) 
can match occurrences with and without the 
‘and’ (w, و) or other proclitics using only regular 
expressions without segmenting the test corpus.  
Examples of the productive patterns found for 

the top 10 keywords extracted from the English 
and Arabic corpora are shown in Table 9 and 
Table 10.  The tables also show how often these 
discovered patterns occur in the future in the test 
corpora (using soft matching in the case of Ara-
bic).  

 

 

Key-
word 

Example Pattern ftraining ftest 

percent shares were up <no> percent at 247 48 

billion revenue rose <no> percent to <no> billion pounds 16 10 

$ up $ <no> at 41 11 

pounds profit of <no> million pounds 149 47 

market in # with market expectations 32 10 

shares shares in * fell <no> percent 71 8 

company a # offer for the company 20 2 

share dividend of <no> pence per share 127 32 

Bid a hostile bid for 20 9 

growth <no> percent growth in 40 14 

Table 9. Examples of productive patterns found 
in English training corpus. 
 

Keyword Example Pattern ftraining ftest 

dollar  
    (dollar, دو�ر) 

jUze�p   >no<  j¨b`    ¯Vا >no< رSدو        �_p�XSV  
  per-barrel   dollar       to   a-cent             rise 
   rising <no> cents to <no> dollars per barrel 

40 9 

percent  
   (al-meaa, R TVا) 

 678اtp      *    > no<       �w     9°�          زاد      
      percent                             index    increased 

* index increased by <no> percent 
355 109 

the-oil 
  (al-neft, �zbVا) 

   ^T]        ÁS¼Vا              �TVjUVا           ¯S�       e2V9ا 
 oil       on        international    demand  growth 

international demand for oil has grown 
75 12 

million  
  (milyoon, ن^_Sp) 

 =W\gن       #      اV¯ #           زjZدة             
       million             to            increase 
             an  # increase to # million 

26 9 

prices  
   (as‘ar,رjU`أ ) 

   ا�zbV    أ1Yhر     ارjzeع                      
oil     prices      rise 

oil prices rose 
652 91 

company  
   (sharika, Rآ�°) 

   R p            6آ<j    R_]j¼Z�� ى�Xآ  jUze�p >no< R¼\] 
 point        rise    big  British company hundred 

FTSE100 rising <no> points 
43 2 

the-dollar  
 (al-dolar, و�ر[Vا) 

�zeر            ارSوZ9ا 
the-dollar       rose 

the dollar rose 

273 
 

58 
 

Billion 
   (milyar, )رj_Sp  

      �cUVا      *       > no<          رj_Sp         دو�ر  
   dollar       billion                             the-deficit 

the deficit is * <no> billion dollars 
161 36 

barrel  
  (bermeal, �_p��) 

�          *      زjZدةVأ            Q\=<?     j_p^Z  
daily    barrel    thousand      increase 

increase   *    thousand barrels per day 
171 6 

price 
)�U`    (si‘r,   

�zeار          <Yh       «Z�bXVا  
benzene     price      rose 

benzene prices rose 
103 22 

Table 10. Examples of productive patterns found 
in Arabic training corpus. 

The recall is improved when using soft match-
ing for extraction in the Arabic test corpus, Table 
11 shows some instances where soft matching 
was utilised. 
 

Pattern fexact fsoft Example Sentence 

  ��Sp        �_p_^ن        *   زjZدة
barrel     million    increase 

* increased by <no> mil-
lion barrel 

70  111  

 R_SyTVم اj|Vت اj]و�|p وزادت>no < ن^_Sp
��p_� ا�`X^ع اR_¼|¨p ��jTV اtXb¨Vات 

 =W\gن ?>=\no <Q<ز;1دة @Zره1 ب
And the local crude reserves in-
creased by <no> million barrel last 
week exceeding forecasts by <no> 
million barrels 

  ا6TUV? >no<  �w   R TV*  ارjzeع
percent       by-ratio     rise 
* rose by <no> percent 

37 43 

 <s> ��ÄV d_Ss¨Vد ا^\� �w x]�� �U` ÅSو� 
 ^Zjp>no <ب �_p�XSV ار123ع دو�ر>no <

 6TUV? ر ايSدو>no <6789ا JK> /s<  
And the price of Brent in May 
contracts reached  <no> dollars a 
barrel with a <no> dollar increase 
that is <no> percent 

�zeو�ر     ار[Vا  
           dollar      rose 

     the dollar rose 
36  58  

 R TVj�>no <«Z اno < ¯V<ارm23 اZ9وSر و

And the dollar rose <no> percent 
to <no> yens 

      �zeار       �U`        «Z�bXVا 
rose       price   benzene 
benzene prices rose 

3 16 

 `xb اno> ¯V> ارYh m23> اO;nVT9و 
<no>  ن^VjcSV دو�ر  

And the price of benzene rose 
<no> cents to <no> dollar per 
gallon 

Table 11. Soft extraction in Arabic. 

5 Evaluation and Conclusion 

One important discovery for us was the availabil-
ity of texts in languages other than English, and 
perhaps, more importantly, texts in specialist 
subjects in other languages.  There is a distinct 
lack of public-domain resources, like lexica and 
grammars, and, indeed, a distinct lack of theo-
retical observations about the most popular, and 
politically sensitive, languages of our times.  
There are observations about morphology and 
grammar scattered in the literature – there are 
exceptions (Badawi et al., 2004; Schmidt, 1999), 
but they are characterised more by the singularity 
of their presence.  For corpus based work, the 
existence of texts is critical and we are satisfied 
by the size of our specialist corpora in the two 
languages; more work is needed on the general 
language corpora. 
The ingress of English is noticeable in Urdu 

and to a lesser extent in Arabic.  However, a 
closer look at the apparent use of transliterated 
specialist terms, like stock (ijا`ٹ) and fund (ڈbw), 
in Urdu shows that the predominant use of these 
‘terms’ was in proper nouns – like in Karachi 

Stock Exchange, and in Livestock Authority; 
similarly the term fund was used as in the names 
of the various mutual funds.  Shares were typi-
cally referred to as (hassas, �Y�) and all the 
commodities were described in Urdu words.  The 
corpora show that there are much less transliter-
ated terms in Arabic compared to Urdu. 
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Our work appears to facilitate sentiment ana-
lysis in that we have captured the essence of fi-
nancial news: it is typically news about change 
and here, for example, the token percent plays a 
key role in English, Arabic and Urdu (Our earlier 
papers have a similar conclusion about Chinese).   
Our method can generate value judgement 

about whether a sentence contains a positive sen-
timent or a negative sentiment or both.  In a simi-
lar vein our method does not aggregate the sen-
timent over many sentences that comprise a news 
report to generate a sentiment index of the report.  
But our method shows that the principal key 
word collocates in a statistically significant man-
ner with metaphorical and literal words for the 
direction of change.  And, that one can generate 
an aggregated (direction of change) index for a 
news story and indeed for a collection of texts.  
Such an approach is common and used most re-
cently by Tetlock (2007) but by using a pre-
constructed lexicon.   
The fact that the tokens used to describe the 

change follow a local grammar is particularly 
gratifying in that, given the subjectivity related to 
the whole notion of change, one would expect 
many a patterns here.  Even more gratifying for 
us is the fact that our method tends to extract 
most of the keywords based purely on statistical 
measures in the three languages and that the local 
grammar patterns are similar despite the key dif-
ferences in the languages – English is predomi-
nantly SVO, Urdu SOV and Arabic VSO. 
We randomly selected 30 Reuters Arabic 

(7,373 tokens) and 20 Reuters English (UK) 
(7,561 tokens) news stories from the test corpora 
for an evaluation. Two knowledgeable humans 
were asked to label each sentence as positive, 
negative, mixed 4  (positive/negative), or neutral 
(unknown). The English evaluator was asked to 
label the sentences based on what is positive or 
negative to the UK economy while the Arabic 
evaluator was asked to annotate with respect to 
Middle Eastern economies. The breakdown of 
the labelled sentences in the two corpora is 
shown in Table 12.  
The patterns discovered using the pattern dis-

covery algorithm were manually validated and 
tagged as positive or negative by checking their 
predominate orientation in the training corpus. 
 
 

                                                
4 For example the sentence ‘Drax promises special 
dividend but shares slip’ contains both positive and 
negative information. 

Language Positive Negative Mixed Neutral Total 

English 88 142 8  90 328 
Arabic 135 80 6 135 356 

Table 12. Breakdown of sentences in the evalua-
tion corpora as labelled by humans. 
 
The results of the preliminary evaluation are 

shown in Table 13 for each category of the sen-
tences and the overall system, the figures show 
high precision and low recall with the Arabic F-
measure being slightly better than English due to 
a higher recall, which suggest that the Arabic 
evaluation corpus has more idiosyncrasies 
masked behind a complex morphology, further 
investigation is required with larger corpora. A 
high precision is essential in a domain like fi-
nance. There are two probable reasons for the 
low recall:  First, the values of the thresholds 
used lead to the loss of valuable patterns and 
there are complex structures which the algorithm 
can’t detect based on frequency bases; second, 
the small evaluation corpus which had a lot of 
minority articles with sentences that do not con-
tain frequent patterns. 
 

Positives Negatives Mixed Overall 

Lang. 
Prec. Recall Prec. Recall Prec. Recall Prec. Recall 

F 
(β=1) 

English 
94.6% 
(11/13) 

12.5% 
(11/88) 

93.7% 
(15/16) 

10.6% 
(15/142) 

100% 
(1/1) 

12.5% 
(1/8) 

90% 
(27/30) 

11.3% 
(27/238) 

20.1% 

Arabic 
88.2% 
(30/34) 

22.2% 
(30/135) 

100% 
(7/7) 

8.6% 
(7/80) 

0% 
(0/1) 

0% 
(0/6) 

88.1% 
(37/42) 

17.2%  
(38/221) 

28.8% 

Table 13. Evaluation results for extracting senti-
ment bearing phrases. 
 
We are investigating the effect of pre-

processing the Arabic corpora and particularly 
collapsing clitics, and how our method can utilise 
other properties in the distribution of words in 
the financial corpora for extracting features for 
the automatic classification (clustering) of words 
and patterns as positive and negative, particu-
larly: (a) the word order of each language (e.g. 
Arabic lead sentences start with a verb that is 
predominantly a reporting or a movement verb 
and weirdness analysis can filter the movement 
verbs) and the relationship between words in the 
titles and lead sentences (b) the preliminary ob-
servation that positive news is more abundant 
than negative news (asymmetry) across the three 
languages. 
So what of the future for our research: how 

safely we can conclude whether or not a sen-
tence, containing a subjectively perceived posi-
tive/negative, as whole can be assigned posi-
tive/negative polarity.  For example, it is perhaps 
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true to say that decline in the stock markets in the 
USA will be treated as negative news in the 
Middle East and in Pakistan.  But does the rise in 
the price of oil, that is predominantly produced 
in the Middle East, or that of rice or cotton 
prices, the mainstay of Pakistani economy, is 
perceived similarly in the USA?    We have con-
ducted some experiments to investigate this cross 

polarity. 
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